
Coin creation and distribution, supply and demand,
incentive mechanisms, and coin burn timing
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Description
'Tokenomics' is a term that refers to the economy of a token.
It describes factors that affect the use and value of a token, 
including the creation and distribution of tokens, supply and 
demand, incentive mechanisms, and the timing of token 
burning.
For successful cryptographic projects, well-designed 
tokenomics are crucial. An impartial evaluation of the project 
is essential for investors and stakeholders before deciding 
whether to participate.
Tokenomic, a collection of “tokens” and “economies,” is a key 
component of fundamental research on the cryptocurrency 
project. The white paper, founding team, roadmap, and 
community growth are all important to assess the future 
prospects of a project. 
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Projects should design their tokenomics carefully to make 
sure their development is sustainable over the long term.
Tokenomics at a glance 
There are rules around their token that encourage or prohibit 
actions. This is similar to how the central bank prints money 
and implements monetary policies to encourage or prevent 
spending, lending, savings, and money transfers. Unlike �at 
currencies, Tokenomic rules are implemented through code 
and are transparent, predictable, and di�cult to change.
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Key Elements Of Tokenomics

"TOKENOMICS" is a term for a wide range of factors that affect the value of a digital currency. Some of the most 
important factors to consider are the tokenomics of cryptocurrencies. 
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Supply & Demand
The prices of any goods or services are primarily affected by supply and demand. As for the coin & Token, The 
criteria for measuring token supply are important. 
The �rst item is the maximum supply.
The lifetime of this digital currency has the maximum number of token to exist. Bitcoin has a maximum of 21 
million coins. Litecoin has a maximum of 84M coins, Binance Coin has a maximum of 200M coins, and INTD has 
a maximum of 10B.
There are some tokens that don't have the maximum supply. Ethereum network ether supply increases every 
year. Stablecoins such as USDT, USD Coin (USDC) and Binance USD (BUSD) do not have the maximum supply as 
these coins are issued based on the coin's backing reserves. They can continue to grow without being restricted. 
Dogecoin and Polkadot have no ceiling supplies.
The second is the supply circulation.
Which refers to the number of tokens in circulation. Tokens can be multiplied and burned, or locked in other 
ways. This also affects the price of tokens.
Looking at the supply of tokens, it gives you a good picture of how many tokens are �nally going to come.
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Distribution Analysis Of Token

It is necessary to investigate how the token is distributed. Individual investors and large institutions behave 
differently. Knowing the types of entities that have a token will give you an insight into how your token is traded. 
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fair setup and pre-maining setup
There are generally two ways to set up and distribute tokens:
a fair setup and a pre-maining setup.
A fair setup is when there is no initial access or private allocation before multiplying and distributing tokens among 
the public. On the other hand, pre-mining allows a portion of the cryptocurrency to be multiplied and distributed in a 
selected group before being released to the public. Ethereum and BNB are two examples of this type of token 
distribution. 
You should pay attention to how to distribute a token uniformly. Few large organizations that hold a large portion of 
a token are usually considered to be more risky. Investors and founding teams keep a sign that shows shareholder 
interests are better aligned for long-term success.
You should also check the lock-and-release program of a token to see if there are too many tokens in circulation, 
which puts downward pressure on the value of the token.
Examining token burns
Many cryptographic projects regularly burn tokens, which means pulling tokens out of permanent circulation. When 
the supply of a token is reduced, de�ation is considered. Conversely, when the supply of a token continues to 
expand, it is considered in�ationary. 
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INTDESTCOIN
Tokenomics Data Chart
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Allocation of assets to other investors

Allocating assets to other investors is one of the main ways 
to keep a project alive.
Which can be done through an initial coin offering, private 
sale, over-the-counter trading, a decentralized exchange, or 
an initial exchange offering.
Among the priorities of the INTD team is the identi�cation 
of the launch time, the determination of the target 
community for investors, and the implementation of the 
phasing of the public offering.
Emotional entry, unscheduled supply, sudden increase or 
decrease in price, or deliberate �uctuation are factors that 
the INTD team will strive to avoid to achieve the set goals.

31.63%

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

3,163,000,000     INTD Asset allocation
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Ttoken burning process

Anyone who owns a cryptocurrency can burn it, but it's not 
something you'd want to do for no reason since you'd be throwing 
money away.
Most often, it is the developers of a cryptocurrency who decide to 
burn a certain amount. Token scarcity is caused by coin burning, 
reducing the supply. It can lead to an increase in price.
The intd team will follow the INTD burning program to increase 
the value of investors capital, and increase demand by decreasing 
supply.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

2,000,000,000     INTD will be burned

20%
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Team Tokens

In every project, the team is the force that makes the project 
sustainable and moves it forward.
This is the project team that accepts all responsibilities and works 
tirelessly to achieve the project's goals.
The main project team is responsible for updates, support, 
conferences, and keeping the project alive.
By allocating a certain amount of project tokens to its team, it can 
be an incentive for the continuation of the project. INTD, having a 
capable and expert team, reserves the right to allocate tokens to 
the project team.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

600,000,000        Team Tokens

Team
6%
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Locked Liquidity Pool

If liquidity is unlocked, then the token developers can do what is 
infamously known as "rugpull".
Liquidity is locked by renouncing the ownership of liquidity pool 
(LP) tokens for a �xed time period, by sending them to a time-lock 
smart contract. Without ownership of LP tokens, INTD developers 
cannot get liquidity pool funds back. This provides con�dence to 
the investors that the token developers will not run away with the 
liquidity money. It is now a standard practice that all token 
developers follow, and this is what really differentiates a scam 
coin from a real one.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

1,447,000,000     Locked Liquidity Pool

14.47%
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Ecosystem Fund

The INTD foundation allocates 300 million tokens to the 
ecosystem so that selected subprojects intended to operate on 
INTD infrastructure can use it.
For this purpose, a fund called INTDESTCOIN development fund 
has been created. This number of INTD is supposed to be spent on 
developing third-generation web-based projects (web3), 
decentralized exchange, wallet and NFT.
You can get excellent information by reading and reviewing one 
paper of the INTDESTCOIN ecosystem, with the prospects of the 
INTDESTCOIN foundation in the �eld of ecosystem growth, 
upcoming developments and expansion plans without its 
centralization.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

300,000,000        Ecosystem Fund

3%
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User Acquisition

A strong crypto community can attract investors to the project. 
So, the �rst task to undertake before launching a project is to 
develop a cryptocurrency community to support the team idea.
However, building a crypto community is a tiring task that 
requires patience and perseverance. 
Given the importance of this topic, we request that you study the 
INTDESTCOIN program for user attraction.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

300,000,000        User Acquisition

1000
3%
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INTD community

Why is community important?
Every day, many new projects arise in the Crypto world. Many projects have a high failure rate. To attract 
investors, a strong crypto community must be built.
The project must be highly innovative in terms of technology. The project team plays an essential role in ensuring 
its success. Here is a step-by-step interpretation of the INTD team's plan to build a strong crypto community.

71% 29%
MALE FEMALE

Percentage of people interested in 
the project by gender53%

The way to introduce people to the nature 

of INTD
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community group
Through the group, you can create a demand for the project. This was realized by creating 5 telegram groups in 
different languages.
INTDCOIN Global - INTDCOIN Europe - INTDCOIN TURKEY - INTDCOIN Russian - INTDCOIN Arabic

Beyond creating demand for the INTDESTCOIN project, the crypto community has provided and continues to 
provide extensive free marketing through word-of-mouth and social media platforms. Beginners in the �eld were 
able to learn a lot about the project from experienced members in the community.

Here are the strategies that helped INTD figure out how to build a crypto community
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A story can be an effective tool to highlight project goals and bene�ts. 
The story should be interesting to arouse the interest of new and old 
members of the community. Through the story, we were able to 
educate the community and members about the value of the 
INTDESTCOIN project. And we also remembered that we should instill 
in the team about the beliefs, values, concepts, and opinions of the 
project towards the community members.
The story of INTDESTCOIN is a High-class story
 It is formed from two words INTERNATIONAL and DESTINATION and 
its abbreviation is INTDESTCOIN and abbreviated as INTD. A coin that 
has come to create balance and interaction between digital space and 
non-digital space. INTD is an ecosystem that validates value for 
anything, anywhere. It has enabled validation of any digital content 
without geographic location restrictions.

We made a story for the INTDESTCOIN project and told it to the community!
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Social media platforms are critical when 
it comes to articulating your crypto 
marketing strategy. We were able to use 
social media as a place to build and grow 
our largest crypto communities. 
Remember, there are many people online 
interested in crypto projects.
The best social media for the crypto 
industry include Twitter, Facebook, 
Medium, and YouTube. There are also 
specialized platforms like Reddit, 
Discord, and Bitcoin Talk to interact with 
members. You can �nd the traces of 
INTD in all mentioned social media.

We used social media to grow our community
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Once a crypto community is created, it is important to keep it active. 
We were able to do this using many strategies, including:

No one wants to stay in a group that lacks direction. Therefore, the 
importance of crypto community management cannot be ignored.If 
you want to keep your crypto community intact, managing it is 
essential. In the big call, we were able to attract and employ 8 active 
managers for our crypto communities. We hired professionals.

▪ AMA
▪ Social media contests
▪ meme contests
▪ Business competitions
▪ Airdrops
▪ Gifts and Bonus programs

We kept the community involved!
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Users and developers can determine the long-term success of the INTD project. We had to make sure that the INTD 
community was balanced and included both users and developers. As we are part of a society, we need to identify the 
type of people we interact with. And we found that the INTD project community should have beginners, traders, 
analysts, investors, and even destroyers.

Tap into the Network effect

Proper networking is an effective strategy when 
building the largest crypto communities. We invited 
community members interested in the INTD project. 
A clear roadmap helped us determine when to bring 
in different people. Therefore, it is important to create 
a clear roadmap that de�nes the milestones and 
whom to include at each stage of our development.
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Integration of
                  third-party
                                 applications

We use several techniques to improve the 
functions of the crypto community. For 
example, we scheduled a hackathon to run, 
added a survey, and integrated with 
middleware programs like HubSpot, Marketo, 
and Slack.
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Being creative
Although effective community management and communication can steer a community in the right direction, you 
should not underestimate the power of innovation. Community members can share ideas and create new features for 
the INTD project.
Measuring community well-being
These days, there are many tools we can use to determine if you are meeting your key criteria through your 
community. It is necessary to integrate these tools into the system. Performance tracking helps us understand 
whether we are meeting our goals.
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Result
Now, you know how to build a crypto community. 
There are many techniques for expanding the crypto 
community. But we identify and use the most 
powerful strategies for the best results.
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Safety and Insurance Fund, Adviser Tokens

Safety and Insurance Fund
Insurance funds are safety nets that protect  from adverse losses .It has been 
said that caution is the condition of wisdom. Startups must obtain insurance 
coverage for adverse losses, accidents, and events. The project has thought of 
all the obstacles and events, so moving some property to safety and insurance 
can give more con�dence to the investor.
Adviser Tokens
Advertising is an important element in advancing the goals of a project, which, of 
course, has a budget of its own.
Some total supply is always spent on advertising.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 

150,000,000        Safety Fund

150,000,000        Insurance Fund

150,000,000        Adviser Tokens

1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
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Locked Tokens

Token lockup refers to a time period during which cryptocurrency 
tokens cannot be exchanged or traded.

10,000,000,000  INTD Total supply 
1,740,000,000     Locked for 14 months

17.4%

Token lock-up (or vesting period) is a time span, generally 
following a token sale, during which token holders of a 
cryptocurrency project are not permitted to sell their tokens. The 
lock-up period assists initiatives in avoiding liquidity issues while 
new projects are still building their supporting base.
Thanks to lock-up periods, the INTD project will earn more money 
because of both the demand and the value of the token rise. 
However, the main reason for instituting a lock-up period is that it 
protects the market from being bombarded with excessive 
tokens, which in turn lowers the value of the INTD due to 
increased sales.
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